Product Specification Sheet

Heat-Activated Films
Octiva thermal films contain an increased polyester
content that provides excellent protection, as well
as high clarity and rigidity for overlamination or
encapsulation of digital color images.

Octiva Gloss

Available in 1.7, 3, 5, & 10-mil

High gloss polyester films are perfect for store
displays or promotional signage where indirect
lighting will prevail.

Octiva Lustre

Available in 3-mil

A semi-gloss (satin finish) film using a filled polyester
substrate. Applications include point-of-purchase
displays, indoor signage or brightly lit areas. Octiva
Lustre is the most color-correct film on the market.

Octiva Matte

Available in 3-mil

A matte finish offers a crystal-sharp image with
virtually no reflection when used on products
displayed in direct light. Excellent for trade show
displays, window signs, and more.

Octiva Matte Hardcoat

Available in 5-mil

Hard coated matte polyester substrate with scuff
resistant properties. Used where there is a high
degree of wear. Matte finish diminishes reflection
from direct lighting applications.

Octiva Write Erase

Available in 1.7-mil

A gloss film designed to be written on with dry
erase markers and wiped clean. Applications
include teaching aids, presentations, schedules,
meetings, litigation graphics, etc.
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Gloss

Description
Polyester substrate coated
with a copolymer adhesive.

Recommended
Speed

3-6
3-6
3-6
3-6
3-6
3-6
3-6
3-6

Characteristics
High clarity and rigidity of
digital color imaging.
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Core
Size

3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
Temperature
220°-250°F

3" Core
1.7 mil Octiva Gloss
3016572 .............38" x 500'
3124180 .............43" x 500'
3124184 .............55" x 500'
3 mil Octiva Gloss
3125749 .............25" x 250'
3018521 .............38" x 250'
3019170 .............38" x 500'
3019051 .............43" x 250'
3019072 .............43" x 500'
3019064 .............51" x 250'
3019078 .............51" x 500'
3019108 .............55" x 250'
3019116 .............55" x 500'
3020597 .............61" x 500'
5 mil Octiva Gloss
3024783..............25" x 250'
3019368..............38" x 250'
3019310..............38" x 500'
3024786..............43" x 250'
3024787..............51" x 250'
3024789..............55" x 250'
10 mil Octiva Gloss
3024763 .............25" x 250'
3024856 .............38" x 250'
3024766 .............43" x 250'
3024767 .............51" x 250'
3024920 .............55" x 150'
3024929 .............55" x 250'

3 mil Octiva Lustre
3023305..............25" x 250'
3023354..............38" x 250'
3023345..............38" x 500'
3023315..............43" x 500'
3023308..............51" x 250'
3023316..............51" x 500'
3023320..............55" x 250'
3023322..............55" x 500'
3012734..............61" x 500'
3 mil Octiva Matte
3017829 ..............38" x 250'
3022556 ..............38" x 500'
3022507 ..............43" x 250'
3022537 ..............43" x 500'
3022506 ..............51" x 250'
3022538 ..............51" x 500'
3022513 ..............55" x 250'
3022540 ..............55" x 500'
5 mil Octiva Matte Hardcoat
3123717..............38" x 250'
3123704..............43" x 250'
3123705..............51" x 250'
3123706..............55" x 250'
1.7 mil Octiva Write Erase
3021357 ..............38" x 250'
3027023 ..............51" x 250'

LIMITED 12-MONTH WARRANTY
GBC warrants to the original purchaser for a period of 12 months after purchase that this laminate when applied
using GBC-recommended materials and equipment and in accordance with GBC's written instructions will be free
from defects in workmanship and material under normal use. GBC's obligation under this warranty is limited to
replacement of any laminate found to be defective by GBC. This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties expressed
or implied. WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.
Any representations or promises inconsistent with, or in addition to, this warranty are unauthorized and shall not be
binding upon GBC. In no event shall GBC be liable for any special, incidental or consequential damages, whether
or not foreseeable. This warranty shall be void if the laminate has been misused; mishandled; damaged by negligence, by accident, during shipment, or due to exposure to weather or extreme conditions; applied not using
GBC-recommended materials and equipment; or applied not in accordance with GBC's written instructions.

